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New staff 
introduction:
 Athena Wang & Melanie Sim

Athena Wang 
General Manager 

Breast Cancer Foundation (BCF) warmly welcomes its new General 
Manager Athena Wang. Joining the BCF family on 30 April, 2015, Athena 
brings over 20 years of experience working across Asia Pacific in the 
electronics and semiconductor industry. A seasoned business executive, 
she has proven track records in both start-ups and mature organisations 
with strong background in strategy formulation, operation implementation, 
general management as well as sales and marketing.  

Athena holds a Bachelor’s degree from the School of Electronic Engineering 
– University of Western Australia and Master of Management from 
Macquarie Graduate School of Management. Born in Taiwan, she has 
previously lived in North America, Australia, Hong Kong, China and has 
made Singapore her home for the last six years. She is fluent in English 
and Mandarin. 

Athena is an invaluable addition to BCF and together, we look forward 
to exciting days ahead.

Melanie Sim
Manager, Awareness, Communications & Education (ACE) 

The BCF team has grown further, with the addition of Melanie Sim 
from mid-April 2015. Melanie heads the Awareness, Communications & 
Education (ACE) department, putting to good use her vast experience 
in communications accumulated over 10 years in the publishing industry 
spanning educational, academic and magazine publishing. 

With a lifelong love of the English language and a background in Life 
Sciences, Melanie’s passion is working with words to educate and empower, 
particularly in safeguarding one’s health. Previously the Editor of a health 
magazine, Melanie has worked closely with healthcare and medical 
personalities and organisations.

Inspired by her father, who dedicated himself to serving others in a VWO, 
and her sister, who works in the Youth Ministry, Melanie believes whole-
heartedly in giving back to the community and empowering people to 
help themselves and others. She is committed to growing BCF’s outreach 
and impact, and is all set to make a difference for BCF.
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In memoriam of

 Rietta Tan

Rietta Tan (1956 – 2015)

Fondly remembered as one 
of BCF’s active volunteers:

 Coordinator for BCF English Support Group

Vice-Captain for BCF Paddlers in the Pink 

(2013 – 2015)

Performer for multiple BCF awareness 

and fundraising events

“People will forget what you said, people 
will forget what you did, but people will 
never forget how you made them feel.” 

– Maya Angelouva

Thank you Rietta, for being 
a true warrior and an 

inspiration for many women.
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DDB’s Laurel
Award win

Ask women what’s the first thing they 

check in the morning, and more often than 

not, it’s Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. 

Breast Cancer Foundation (BCF) wanted 

to remind women of the importance of 

regular breast self-examinations in the 

midst of their busy social media lives.

Together with creative agency DDB 

Singapore, BCF designed posters that 

featured famous social media logos – 

except, they weren’t. On closer inspection, 

each logo shows a hand doing a breast 

self-examination. The copy reads: “If 

only you checked your breasts as often”, 

reminding the reader that in the time 

it takes to check social media, she can 

check her breasts instead. 

After their release, the ads were quickly 

picked up by the Straits Times, Adweek, 

and Fast Company. On the Straits Times 

Facebook page, they received unanimous 

praise with nearly 2,000 likes.

Coming off the positive response online, 

the campaign found more success at 

MediaCorp’s The Laurels 2015 – winning 

‘Favourite Print Ad’ and $10,000 in print 

media credits. More importantly, it got the 

attention of digitally savvy women, and 

turned them into key influencers in raising 

awareness of breast self-examinations.
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Pink High Tea 
With a theme of Swinging Sixties, the event 

saw guests turning up in their ‘retrolicious’ gear 

looking all Grease- and Mod Squad-inspired. 

Many even donned big hair wigs and spiffy 

printed outfits with funky accessories commonly 

seen in the ‘60s, memorably captured with 

Kwedding’s Instaprint snapshots!

Guests were treated to an array of entertaining 

performances put up by BCF members and 

volunteers. Special thanks to Lorencia Kan and 

Nicholas Low who roused the crowd with an 

upbeat professional Latin dance, and our very 

own Strummers in the Pink for their fantastic 

medley of ‘Secret Love’, ‘Have I Told You Lately 

That I Love You’ and ‘Jealous Heart’. 

Apart from the enjoyable stage entertainment, 

our guests walked away with hefty gift 

bags valued at more than S$160 with items 

generously donated by our sponsors, including 

Sothys, Blackmores, Soul Green, and specially-

designed sweets from Sticky Singapore. Guests 

were also presented with crocheted flower 

brooches at the door, lovingly handmade by 

volunteer group Crochet SG Anonymous.

With the enthusiastic crowd and scrumptious 

tea served by Hard Rock Café, our president, 

Mrs Noor Quek, broke into an impromptu tune, 

much to everyone’s delight. 

Our extremely sporting guests also catwalked 

and boogied with much aplomb, for the 

afternoon’s Best Dressed and Best 

Dancer contests.

The event ended with the much-anticipated 

lucky draw, with prizes sponsored by Temasek 

Holdings, Angel’s Dream Spa, Pangdemonium 

and Hard Rock Café Singapore. 

For those who have missed our Mother’s Day 

celebration this year, fear not. Look forward 

to our 2016 celebration for it will be equally 

fun-filled, if not better! 

BCF’s Pink High Tea took place on 23 May 2015 at Hard Rock Café 
Singapore in celebration of Mother’s Day. 

6
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Pink
Retreat
BCF held its volunteer retreat on 25th April 2015 at Hort Park this year. The retreat 

involved interactive and thought-provoking games that active volunteer members 

could draw learning points from and use to relate back to their roles in BCF.

“My loved one is a survivor. She needs all the 
support to help ease her emotional pain a 
little. The same reason brought me to become 
a volunteer at BCF, in the way I know best – 
training. The energy and enthusiasm showed 
by these survivors during my workshop was 
a good enough motivator for me to continue 
supporting them.” 

Kamsani Palali, BCF Volunteer Facilitator

“An enjoyable and beneficial afternoon that 
was well spent. An eye-opener for me to be a 
team player and volunteer in BCF! Keep it up 
and bravo to S&V team!”    

Rosy Tan, BCF Support Group 

“Thank you for keeping us engaged amongst 
coordinators and staff of BCF. Job well done!”

Jean Leng, BCF English Support Group Coordinator

7
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Run 11 of our BCF Education and Empowerment Programme 1 

was recently concluded on 6th June 2015. It empowered women 

diagnosed with, and survivors of, breast cancer by helping them 

to remain positive and well-informed throughout their journey 

after breast cancer. It also renewed their hope of a better life 

after being diagnosed with the illness. Most of these women end 

the workshop with a change in their hearts and outlook in life. 

BEEP 1, Run ll

“Wonderful, enriching and very useful course as it 
helps to not only deal with the aftermath of cancer 
diagnosis but opens up new doors and gives hope.”

Kiranjit Kaur, participant of BEEP 1 Run 11

“I have learnt to have the courage and wisdom to change 
my life, to live better and to lead a meaningful life. I strongly 
recommend ladies who are diagnosed with breast cancer 
to join the programme. They will find a new meaning in life 
after the programme.”              

Joanna Goh, participant of BEEP 1 Run 11

“It helped me to understand myself (my emotions 
and behaviour) better and also that of my caregivers. 
It helped me to take practical steps to take control of 
my situation and plan to live each day well.” 

Anonymous, participant of BEEP 1 Run 11
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Counselling
Programme
This programme enables the survivors of breast cancer to volunteer their 

time and effort in order to capacitate breast cancer patients with strength 

and positivity. These Volunteer Counsellors go through Counselling Training 

Programme organised by BCF that equips them with the proper skills to 

support women diagnosed with breast cancer. 

They stick by the women diagnosed with breast cancer through thick and 

thin and let them see hope despite the darkness that most of them believe 

has befallen them. Their passion to give back and help other women is a 

rewarding one as it also strengthens themselves in return.

“As volunteer counsellors, our role is 
to reduce the fear of the unknown 
(treatment options, side effects, etc) by 
sharing our past experiences. I share my 
“botak” photos and for those considering 
reconstruction, a “show & tell” session. 
Patients find it reassuring to meet 
someone who has been through it 
and understands their concerns.”

Tricia Pang, BCF Volunteer Counsellor

“I have enjoyed seeing newly diagnosed 
patients look up in awe when I tell them 
I am a 24-year survivor. The hope that 
shows instantaneously on their faces 
does wonders for me. Even as I am 
writing (this) and recalling, I am 
smiling to myself.” 

Nancy Cheng, BCF Volunteer Counsellor
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& Mid-Day Talks

Support 
Groups
Meeting

Our Support Groups Meeting is held on 

the second Saturday of every month. 

These meetings enable our members to 

form a camaraderie that helps diminish 

negativity. BCF counts itself fortunate 

to have our Support Group Leaders and 

Coordinators, who are survivors of breast 

cancer themselves, come together to 

form a support system for women who 

have been newly diagnosed so that 

these women will never feel alone. 

Our coordinators see their roles as 

beneficial to themselves as well because 

it reminds them of how far they have 

come and how strong they have been. 

Knowing that they can do something 

to lessen other women’s plight always 

brings a smile to their faces. 

“I attended my first Support Groups Meeting 
in 2009 when I was diagnosed with breast 
cancer. I was grateful for the time, care and 
sharing provided by fellow members who 
helped me tremendously in overcoming my 
fears and uncertainties at that time. That 
was the impetus for me to donate my time, 
knowledge and energy to make a positive 
difference to help others who are going 
through the same challenging journey. 
“We rise by lifting others” – I thank BCF 
for this rewarding opportunity.”                                                                                                                                 

Katherine Goh, BCF English Support Group Coordinator
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Men’s Support League 

These meetings also see a group of men 

come together to support one another via 

the Men’s Support league (MSL). These 

men discuss and share ideas and lend 

support to one another as they help better 

the lives of their female loved ones.

“I have found it beneficial to meet 
others facing the same issues. It helps 
to put our own situation into perspective, 
which I think has helped us in keeping 
a more positive outlook than we 
might otherwise.”                                                                     

Andrew, BCF MSL member

 
Pink Outing 2015

The bond that forms between the ladies 

who attend the Support Groups Meeting is 

not only confined to the little space used 

for their meeting, but is an everlasting 

one that gets carried on to outings that 

enable them to spend more time together 

bonding. One such example is our recent 

Pink Outing 2015 that was held in River 

Safari at Mandai Zoo.  

5 Sept 2015   Facilitation Workshop for Coordinators

17 Oct 2015  Mid-day Talk on Lymphoedema Exercises

3 & 5 Nov 2015  Counselling Training Level 1 for Hospital and Telephone Counsellors

14 Nov 2015  Deepavali Celebration

17 & 19 Nov 2015  Counselling Training Level 2 for Hospital and Telephone Counsellors

12 Dec 2015  Christmas Celebration

15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30 Jan 2016 BCF Education & Empowerment Programme (BEEP) 1

19 Feb 2016  Chinese New Year Lohei Celebration 

29 Feb 2016  BEEP 3

16 Mar 2016   BEEP 4

“A hot and enjoyable ‘first timer’ outing. 
Will definitely be looking forward to the 
next one!”                                                                                                                                 

Annie Cheah, 
BCF English Support Group Coordinator

Mid-Day Talk

Our Support Groups Meetings are 

sometimes followed by Mid-Day Talks held 

by professionals from various fields. Our 

recent Mid-Day Talk was on “Introduction 

to Palliative Care” and was conducted by 

Mr Allard Alexander Mueller who is the 

Community Outreach Manager of Dover 

Park Hospice. 

Such talks impart useful knowledge to the 

women diagnosed with, and survivors of, 

breast cancer, and their loved ones and 

caregivers, as the talks help them make 

more informed decisions. 

Upcoming Programmes and Activities
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Empowerment through Awareness 

Some HTTA activities enable women diagnosed 

with, and survivors of, breast cancer with the 

ability to raise awareness on breast cancer 

as well as BCF. These activities provide their 

participants with an opportunity to showcase 

the talents they have gained, in performances. 

The participants feel good about being good 

examples that breast cancer indeed does not 

mark the end of life and in fact can make one 

stronger and life more enjoyable than it 

was before.

HTTA is part of BCF’s support and empowerment programme, designed to offer emotional support and 

information for women diagnosed with breast cancer and the survivor walking the road to recovery. 

Healing activities are essential when facing the negative influences of illness, loss or life changes. BCF’s 

HTTA aims to provide women diagnosed with breast cancer with an opportunity to help themselves in 

their short- and long-term recovery. The programme features life beyond breast cancer.

“When we perform as BCF volunteers, we notice 

that others who are not diagnosed with this illness 

seem to be impressed by our ability to carry out 

such activities so well. We are happy to know that we 

sometimes give the impression that we are fitter than 

those who are not in the same boat as us. I see breast 

cancer as a blessing in disguise because it has made 

me more health conscious, cherish life more, treasure 

the little moments and provide both myself and others 

with more love.”                                                                                                     

Lisa Wu, participant of BCF Dayan Qi Gong class 
and BCF Ladies in the Pink (Latin Line Dance) class

“I joined the ‘Ladies in the Pink’ (Latin Line Dance) 

13 years ago. In the most difficult moments of my 

life, I was given hope by Teacher Fern, to whom I am 

always very grateful. I am inspired by her dedication 

in helping us on our road of recovery. Our most 

fulfilling moments were when we first stood on stage 

to perform; the feeling of ‘regaining our confidence’ 

and ‘overcoming an insurmountable obstacle called 

cancer’. These performances send out a strong 

message that ‘there is life after cancer’.” 

Grace Poon, participant of BCF Ladies in the Pink (Latin Line 
Dance) class, BCF Strummers in the Pink (Ukulele) class, and 
BCF Choir class

HTTA
Healing Through the

Arts Programme

a
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Empowerment through Fundraising

Certain HTTA activities sometimes let 

participants use the skills they have learnt by 

making handicrafts that are used in fundraising 

events. The handicrafts can be used for donation 

drives in external events or during our Breast 

Cancer Awareness Month. Their efforts not 

only benefit BCF and the general public by 

empowering the latter with knowledge and 

awareness, but also contribute positively to 

the confidence and lives of the BCF Volunteer 

Fundraisers, most of whom are women 

diagnosed with, and survivors of, breast cancer.

“We see Crochet as a group collaboration to make 

something that people would buy instead. It is about 

working together for a common cause or project that 

can potentially raise funds for BCF. We enjoy learning 

new skills that are brain-stimulating. We are also 

satisfied with our work as we managed to achieve 

what we set out to do. In addition, we are happy with 

the growth of the Crochet group at BCF (it has doubled 

in size). This way, we get to make new friends.”                                                                                                                

Participants of BCF Crochet class

“Before being diagnosed I did not have much time for 

myself and friends, so breast cancer is like a blessing 

in disguise as I learnt to slow down in life. I now have 

more time to do things that I like, make more friends 

and share my story with other women diagnosed with 

breast cancer in the hope to help them through their 

journey. I see fundraising as one way to raise and 

spread awareness. It is a good thing to do.”                                                                     

Anonymous, Participant of BCF 
Sewing class

“I was diagnosed with breast cancer towards the end 

of 2009 and had a mastectomy in October that year. 

A friend introduced me to BCF and on my first visit 

there, I discovered they had an art therapy group. As I 

used to paint in my younger days, I was immediately 

interested. Through Art Therapy, I met the ladies who 

are now very dear friends and fellow artists in the Art 

Group. I now teach in the art class and I would say all 

the ladies in this group enjoy good camaraderie and 

support from one another. I feel a great sense of worth 

and satisfaction through having made myself useful 

and helping other cancer patients.”                                                                                         

Tan Bee Bee, Survivor Trainer for BCF Art class

“Teaching the groups here at BCF has given me a 

chance to share my knowledge. I am happy to see the 

survivors enjoy and look forward to come to my class.” 

Lily Chan, Survivor Trainer for BCF Sewing class

Empowerment through 

Volunteering as Trainers

The trainers of some HTTA activities 

are survivors of breast cancer 

themselves who have decided 

to give back by empowering 

other women diagnosed with, 

and survivors of, breast cancer 

with skills, hope, friendship and a 

meaningful life ahead.

a
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Organisational Efforts in 

Empowering BCF 
Members through HTTA

While some trainers are survivors of breast 

cancer, others are trainers from external 

organisations who choose to volunteer their 

time and services at BCF in order to aid women 

diagnosed with, and survivors of, breast cancer 

heal and keep fit. Most of these trainers end 

up also benefitting through the formation of 

camaraderie between them and the members

of BCF.

“We decided to support BCF because we believed 

the members will benefit from what Yoga can do 

to improve one’s mental and physical health. The 

wonderful moments come by when the members 

tell us about the benefits they reap after their Yoga 

practice. For example, one who used to have insomnia 

told us that after practising Yoga, she has been 

sleeping like a log.”                                                                     

Janice Mok, Volunteer Trainer for BCF Yoga class, 
via Project Yoga-on-Wheels 

“Part of Fitness Fun Group’s mission is to help people 

become healthy through living an active lifestyle in a 

fun way, and we feel privileged to be able to make use 

of our skills to help BCF members become healthy and 

happy. The members at the Piloxing & Pilates classes 

are not only kind, but also fun-loving. Every class is 

simply uplifting both for the participants and myself. 

Such a joy to teach them! I always look forward to 

Friday mornings! All in all, I am happy to be able to 

have such meaningful connections through BCF!”                                                                                                                                

Lucretia Cheng, Volunteer Trainer for BCF Piloxing class, 
and BCF Pilates class, via Fitness Fun Group Pte Ltd

“I have been a volunteer with BCF ever since its 

inception and have been conducting Latin Line Dance 

and Ukulele classes under HTTA since 1999. It has 

been an indescribably fulfilling journey for me to see 

my ladies smiling with hope and joy, exercising and 

sharing their fears and tears, especially during the 

break-time once or twice a week, putting their worries 

and troubles on the back burner, in order to have a 

quality life after cancer!” 

Fern Low, Survivor Trainer for BCF Ladies in the Pink (Latin Line 
Dance) class, and BCF Strummers in the Pink (Ukulele) class
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Survivor
Sharing   

Our survivor sharers are survivors of 

breast cancer who go out there during the 

awareness talks to share their live stories, 

which in turn empower women with the 

message that breast cancer is not the end 

of life. They provide other women with 

hope and help them cope with their fear of 

breast cancer.

“I did not want to feel down because of my 

condition so I stayed strong as I know that the 

rest of my family would be affected. Throughout 

the whole journey, I cried only once. Even 

though I felt tired, I tried to carry on with my 

life as per normal. I still do my baking and move 

around but whenever I feel tired, I will rest. 

I encourage my friends and relatives to go for 

regular screening.”                                                                      

Siti Dzaleha, BCF Survivor Sharer

“Life after cancer allowed me to humbly 

reflect on the brevity of life and, in doing 

so, to see more clearly what matters most. 

I have come to realise that relationships are 

of utmost importance. Through this illness I 

have constantly learnt to put people before 

possessions, money, material things etc. 

Life is extremely precious!”                       

Chen Zhichun, BCF Survivor Sharer 



OUR MISS ION

• To be the charity organisation that firmly advocates 

 early detection to save lives and breasts of women in Singapore.

• To see a decline in breast cancer mortality by encouraging 

 women to empower themselves to go for regular screening.

• To be the catalyst of change for society’s perception of breast 

 cancer by educating young and old, irrespective of gender, 

 ethnicity and social background.

• To be acknowledged for dedicated care and love for the community

  through its support services for breast cancer patients and families.

• To be recognised as a pillar of support for families, caregivers, 

 employers and healthcare professionals who influence the lives 

 of women with breast cancer.

• To provide support to men whose lives are impacted by their 

 female loved ones afflicted with breast cancer.

• To inspire corporations, institutions, individuals, organisations 

 and the community at large to extend their support for our 

 cause by volunteering their time and resources.

OUR VIS ION

To eradicate breast cancer 
as a life-threatening disease.


